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1 Overview

• This handout provides a compact, somewhat selective overview of the general theory of topic
and focus semantics described by Büring (2007).

• Most of the handout is given over to in-class exercises designed to make sure we can work
with the material.

– Most exercises involve straightforward applications of the theory.

– The final batch is more speculative.

• Other excellent handbook-style articles on intonational meaning include Kratzer 1991; Rooth
1996; Hirschberg 2004.

2 Focussed and given

Definition 1 (∃-closure). The existential closure of an expression X with n arguments, written
∃C(X ), is ∃x1 . . . xn (X (x1 . . . xn)).

We use existential closure to define entailment relations between phrases. As we saw early in the
term, this can be done more precisely via recursion: entity x entails entity y iff x = y , truth value
x entails truth value y iff x = F or y = T, and complex expression A entails complex expression B
iff the two have the same semantic type and A(a) entails B(a) for all arguments a.

Definition 2 (Givenness). A phrase x is given relative to a set of phrases Y iff there is a phrase
y ∈ Y such that

i. if x refers to an entity, then x and y refer to the same entity;

ii. else, ∃C(y) entails ∃C(x)

For more careful statements of the Givenness principle and discussion of its virtues and vices, see
Schwarzschild 1999; Merchant 2001; Selkirk 2008.

Definition 3 (F(ocus)-marking). Given a set of phrases Y and a phrase X , the F-marking of X
relative to Y is the phrase X ′ that is identical to X except that every sub-phrase in X that is not
given with respect to Y is marked with a subscript F.

Definition 4 (Accenting). If a phrase is F-marked, pronounce it with a pitch accent (a local maxi-
mum or minimum of the fundamental frequency). Canonically, this is an H*L (falling) tune.
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In-class exercises

(1) F-mark the answers in the following dialogues relative to the set of phrases in their respec-
tive interrogatives:

a. A: Who teased Bart?
B: Lisa teased Bart.

b. A: Did Bart pass?
B: Lisa passed.

c. A: Did you see Dr. Cremer to get your root canal?
B: I’d like to strangle the butcher. (where the butcher co-refers with Dr. Cremer)

d. A: Why do you want to learn the violin?
B: Because I like stringed instruments.

(2) What argument does Büring provide against a theory that says a word is given iff it has been
uttered in the previous discourse?

(3) What arguments are there that givenness is not reducible to anaphora?

(4) What is the relevance of the following example to the view that a phrase is given iff it is
presupposed to be true by at least one discourse participant?

A: Did you ever see an extraterrestrial?

B: I don’t think there AREF extraterrestrials.

3 FOC and alternative semantics

Definition 5 (Ordinary semantic values). J·Ko provides ordinary semantic values.

Definition 6 (FOC marking). Let X be an F-marked phrase in the sense of def. 3. The FOC-marking
of X is the phrase X ′ that is just like X except that every F-mark that is not dominated by another
F-mark is replaced with a FOC mark.

Definition 7 (Alternatives). For any phrase α, ALT(α) is a set of meanings of the same type as JαKo.
Assume JαKo ∈ ALT(α).

These alternatives are conceptually the same as those given by the ALT functions of Chierchia et al.
(2012) and related work.

Definition 8 (FOC interpretation). The focus semantic interpretation function J·Kf maps expres-
sions to their focus meanings relative to the alternative function ALT. For any expression α,

i. JαKf = {JαKo} if α is not FOC marked

ii. JαFOCKf = ALT(α)

iii. Jα βKf =
�

a(b) : a ∈ JaKf and b ∈ JbKf
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In-class exercises

(5) F-mark and FOC-mark the answers in the following dialogues relative to their respective
interrogatives:

a. A: Will Joan pass?
B: Joan hopes to get an A.

b. A: Who read Daniel’s paper?
B: A student of Daniel’s read his paper.

(6) What are the ordinary and focus semantic values of the following phrases:

a. BARTFOC teased Lisa.

b. LISAFOC teased Bart.

c. Bart TEAsedFOC Lisa.

JBartKo =
� �� JLisaKo =

� �� ALT(Bart) = ALT(Lisa) =











� ��,
� ��,
� �











JteaseK=
�

〈x , y〉 | x teases y
	

ALT(tease) =



































�

〈x , y〉 | x teases y
	

�

〈x , y〉 | x sees y
	

�

〈x , y〉 | x helps y
	

�

〈x , y〉 | x smiles at y
	

...



































4 Interrogative semantics

The general hypothesis is that a interrogative’s meaning is a set of propositions. The most natural
fit with the current theory is the proposition-set approach of Hamblin (1976).

Definition 9 (Question–Answer Congruence (QAC)). A is a felicitous answer to interrogative Q
only if

i. JQKo ⊆ JAKf and

ii. there is no alternative focusing A′ of A which has fewer F-markings and meets clause i.
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In-class exercises

(7) First match up the question on the left with its appropriate answer on the right, and then
explain how the above theory predicts these associations.

Who ate the beans? Sam ate the BEAnsFOC.
What did Sam eat? SAMFOC ate the beans.

(8) Use the following example to show why the QAC (def. 9) cannot be strengthened so as
to require equality between the ordinary value of the question and the focus value of the
answer:

Q1: Who did Jones’s father vote for?

Q2: Which Green Party candidate did Jones’s father vote for?

A: He voted for JONESFOC.

(9) Use the following example to explicate the role of clause ii in def. 9:

A: Who did Jones’s father vote for?

B: He [VOTEDF FORF JONESF]FOC.

5 Topic marking and interpretation

Definition 10 (CT-marking). The CT-marked phrases are are a subset of the given phrases. These
will canonically be pronounced with the L*H (rising) intonation.

Definition 11 (CT interpretation). The topic semantic interpretation function J·Kct,ALT maps expres-
sions to their topic meanings relative to the alternative function ALT. For any expression α,

i. JαKct,ALT = {JαKf} if α is not CT-marked

ii. JαCTKct,ALT =
�

{a} : a ∈ ALT(α)
	

iii. Jα βKct,ALT =
�

{a(b) : ∃a ∈ A,∃b ∈ B} : for some A∈ JαKct,ALT, B ∈ JβKct,ALT
	

(10) Example:

a. What did the pop stars wear?

b. The FEmaleCT pop-stars wore CAFtansF.

c.



























�

the female pop-stars wore caftans, the female pop-stars wore jeans, the female pop-stars wore skirts . . .
	

�

the male pop-stars wore caftans, the male pop-stars wore jeans, the male pop-stars wore skirts . . .
	

�

the young pop-stars wore caftans, the young pop-stars wore jeans, the young pop-stars wore skirts . . .
	

...
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In-class exercises

(11) Provide the J·Kct,ALT values for the following expressions using the ALT function in (6).

a. Lisa

b. LisaFOC

c. LisaCT

d. LisaCT teased BartF

(12) How might we use the theory of topic and focus to explain the following contrast:

a. Who did the playground bullies tease?

b. Well, NELsonCT teased BARTF.

c. # Well, Nelson teased BARTF.

(13) How shall we revise/extend the QUC (def. 9) to include CT-marking?

(14) a. Well, what about Fred? What did he eat?

b. FREDCT ate the BEAnsF.

(15) a. Well, what about the BEANS? Who ate THEM?

b. FREDFate the BEANSCT.

6 Conversational implicatures

(16) “the theory sketched so far is neutral about, and deliberately excludes, the intentions a
speaker might have when using a particular F-pattern. It is not the meaning of focus to mark
information, express contrast, or ‘invoke alternatives’; focus simply reflects certain proper-
ties of the discourse context. The relation between such contexts and speakers’ intentions is
assumed to be a matter of conversational pragmatics, not IS-interpretation.” (Büring 2007)

(17) How can we use Gricean pragmatics and the theory of focus to explain how A1 and A2 differ
in the context of Q?

Q: When did you buy your couch?

A: We bought our sofa in 2009.

A: We bought our SOFACT in 2009FOC.

(18) Negation is focus sensitive:

a. BARTFOC didn’t have the bee.

b. Bart DIDn’tFOC have the bee.

How do these sentences differ on the theory of focus described here?
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(19) How can we use Gricean pragmatics and the theory of focus to explain what B communicates
in the following dialogue?

A: Did Lisa pass?

B: Well, BARTCT passed.

To do this properly, we have to first fix contextual assumptions. Per the Gricean story, these
will have a major impact on what B conveys.

(20) How do presuppositions, conversational implicatures, and intonational meaning come to-
gether to explain how the following sentences differ?

a. Bart called Lisa a linguist, and then SHEF insulted HIMF.

b. Bart called Lisa a linguist, and then she inSULTedF him.
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